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Nicolas Minorsky and the Automatic
Steering of Ships
s. Bennett
Introduction
Theso-called“three-term”
or “proportional + integral derivative”(PID)control algorithmhasbeenandcontinuesto
be very widely used.Its use stemslargely
fromthedevelopmentofthethree-term
controllers by theinstrumentandprocess
controlcompanies. It is claimedthat the
firstthree-termcontrollerwasintroduced
by the Taylor Instrument Company in 1936
when preacr, that is, derivative action. was
added to their double response controller:
initially. the amount of preact was fixed in
the factory. but in 1939. a controller with a
continuously variable derivative action was
introduced [ I ] . It is interesting to note that
it wasduringthisperiod(1939-40)that
George A . Philbrickwasdevelopinghis
electronic analog simulator, which included
a three-tern controller [ 2 ] .
Theuse of derivativeandintegralaction was. in the 1930s. not new: many controllers using it had been designed and used
throughoutthenineteenthcentury:
it had
been recognized early in the work on governors that offsetcouldberemoved
by the
introduction of integral action (31. What was
new was the introduction of general purpose
controllers with continuously variable con-

+

trol action. A consequence of the gradual
introductionofsuchcontrollersintothe
process industries was a growing interest in
the dynamics of various typical processes
andattempts to analyzethebehavior
of
controllers (41. The writers of many of these
papers were, however. unaware that Nicolas
Minorsky. in 1922. in hispaperonthe
”Directionalstabilityofautomatically
steered bodies.” had analyzed and discussed
the properties of the three-term controller[SI:
this paper standsalongsidethose
of Maxwell. Routh. and Hunvitz as one of the early
formal discussions of control theory.
The paper arose out of work on the installation and preparation for the testing of the
automatic steering gear on the battleship New
Mwico. the trials of which took place in
1923. There had been some interest in fully
automatic steering systems almost from the
first introduction of servo-controlled steering
engines in 1864. but little advance was made
until the major naval powers began to review
their fire control techniques at the beginning
of this century [ 6 ] .Thisreviewwasmade
necessary by the increasing range of naval
guns.Theoutcoms
of the reviewwas an
increased interest in (i) the development of
the gyrocompass-inironships.and
with
the increasing use of electricityinships.

s e a t difficulty was experienced in using the
magnetic compass-and(ii)in
the stabilization of either the ship or the gun platforms
and gun directors. Consideration was given
tothepossibleimprovementinaccuracy
through the reduction or elimination of yaw:
‘._. . myfirstapproach to the problem of
automatic steering in order to eliminate yaw
was therefore made more in connection with
gunnery than with navigation“recalledSir
JamesHendersonin1934[7],who
was
against automatic steering, and this attitude
did not changeuntilthesuccessfulintroduction of the commercial autopilot [8]. So
although the tests carried out
by Minorsky
on the .New Mexico weresuccessful,the
automatic steering was removed and further
work discontinued.

Automatic Steering of Ships
Nicolas Minorsky was born on September
24. 1885, in Korcheva, Russia. and died at
the age of 85 on July 31. 1970, in Italy. He
waseducatedintheNavalSchoolinSt.
Petersburg (later Petrograd and now Leningrad)and in 1908 went tostudyinFrance
intheElectricalEngineeringDepartment
of the University of Nancy. He then worked
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at the Imperial TechnicalSchool in Petrograd
and left in 1914 with a doctorate in applied
sciences. From 1914 to 1917, he served in the
Russian Navy and was for one year Adjunct
NavalAttacheattheRussianEmbassyin
Paris. In June 1918, he immigrated to the
UnitedStatesandremainedthereuntilhis
retirement in 1950when he decidedto go
toSouthern France, inthefoothills of the
Pyrenees [9].
During his first four years in the USA, he
worked as an assistant to C. P. Steinmetz at
the General Electric Company, Schenectady,
New York. It has not been established what
type of work he did during this period, but
itwould appear fromtheevidence
of the
paperspublishedin1922and
in 1930that
he worked on automatic steering problems,
although in these papers there is no reference
to any involvement of the General Electric
Company in his work. This work would have
been consistent with his interests and experience, since, in 1916, while serving with the
RussianNavy, he had mademeasurements
on thesensitivityof
theeye in detecting
angular velocities. The purpose of the tests
wasto compare theability of aperson to
detectsmallangularrotationswiththat
of
the gyroscopic angular velocity indicatorthe gyrometer- which he had invented[ 101.
Almost from the first introduction of the
servo-controlledsteeringsystemsin1864,
thought was given to the provision of fully
automaticsteering:thedifficultywasin
sensing the position of the compass needle
without disturbing the accuracy
of it as an
indicator. Systems of morelimited applicationweredesigned,whichwereto
be
used either for remote steering or, as in torpedoes, to maintain a constant preset course;
for thelatter application, gyroscopeswere
used [ 111. The provision of fully automatic
steeringbegan to appearfeasiblewiththe
work,first of Anschutz-Kaempfeand then
of Elmer Sperry, on the development of the
gyrocompass.
For his expedition to take a submarine to
the North Pole, Anschutz-Kaempfe proposed
using a compass based on the use of the free
gyroscope. He subsequently formed a companytomanufacturegyrocompasses,and
interestin his workledtodevelopments
elsewhere, themostsuccessfulbeingthose
of the Sperry Company.ElmerSperry
obtained the basic patent for his gyrocompass
in 1911, and his first patent for the automatic
steering system, the gyropilot, was filed in
1914. Developmentofthegyropilot
was
interrupted by thewar,andworkdidnot
recommenceuntil1921.Probablythemost
important aspect of this work was Sperry’s
development of the follow-up mechanism
(a position servomechanism), whichmade

availableasuitablesignal
for input to the
steering engine [ 121.
Qualitatively and intuitively, the requirements for good steeringwereknown:
“An
efficient helmsman keeps the shipaccurately
on her course by exerting a properly timed
meeting and eming action on therudder”
wrote Minorsky [ 131. Sperry [ 141 expressed
the requirement in very similar
terms, and
Hendersonwrote “. . .the second requirement is check helm to stop the swing as the
craft approaches a prescribed course. . .”
[ 151; he also went on to indicate the need for
weather or lee helm to compensate for the
tendency of steadydisturbance forces deflecting the ship from
the desired course. The
questions and problems were to analyze such
behaviorand todevise means of incorporating check and weather helmintothe
steeringcontrol.Inboththeseactivities,
Minorskywassuccessful.However,he
lacked the commercial skills and the backing
of an established organization: the commercially successful and widely usedsystem was
theSperry system, described by Dr. A. L.
Rawlings, a director of the Sperry Company
as . . a very simple machine, and it applies
a deviation helm and also a check helm. The
method of applying the check helm is frankly
a dodge. It is an unscientific dodge. It defies
mathematicalcomputation-atleastithas
defied mine” [ 161.
Minorsky’s attack on the analytical problem was first to argue that good steering was
not
I‘.

. . . so much a question of intuition as of suitable
timing based on actual observation. . . . If, therefore, accuratesteeringis nothing morethan a
special kindof timing of the rudder complicatedby
the inertiaof the body to besteered, we may expect
to be able to establish analytically
what kind of
timing must be adopted in order to reach the best
. possible conditions for directiod stability of the
body to be steered on its course [17].
Class of Control

First
Second
Third

+
+

p = ma + n& p 6
p = mla n l & p 1 6
p = m2a + nz& + p 2 6

+

Cases.

Case
1

3
4

5

Class
1
1 2
1
1
2

His next step was one that wasto be characteristic of his approach to problems for the
rest ofhis life: an awareness of nonlinearities
in systems, for he immediately simplifies the
problem by limiting it to a consideration of
small deviations “. . . for [in] the case of unlimited angular motion. . . there is no analyticalexpression applicable to thevarious
torques acting on a ship in general” [ 181.
Consideration of the dynamics of a ship,
including the characteristicsof rudders, leads
him to an equation of motion, as follows:
Ah

+ Bd! + k p = D

(1)

where (Y is the angle of deviation of the ship
from the desired course and p is the rudder
angle, A is the effective momentof inertia of
the ship about a vertical axis passing through
thecenter of gravity, B isthefrictional
resistance of the shipto turning, D is the
disturbingtorque,and
k is a constant,
dependingonthecharacteristicsofthe
rudder.Thus,providingthattherudder
of the deviangle p is given as a function
ationanditsderivatives,theproblem
is
completely determined.
Minorsky considered individual cases for
are
varioustypes of regulation,andthese
summarized in Table 1. The third class, that
of controlling the acceleration of the rudder,
was not considered in detail since it isnot of
practical interest.
Case 1, which uses just the angular deviation to controlthe angle of the rudder, represents the system that had been tried by several people [19] and leads to a second-order
system. Minorsky showed that the damping
ofthesystemwasdependentonthe
parameter

B

I4

=-

2A

and he noted that for ships of increasing size,
theterm B , representing the frictionalresistance to turning, increases at a less rapid
rate than the inertia of the ship. He was thus
able to explain whydeviation control, which
had beenusedreasonablysuccessfully
on
small vessels, did not work on large ships.
For cases 2 and 3, he showed that there was
no directional stability [20].
Consideration of case 4 led him to conclude

Parameter

Control Action

n = 0,p = 0
= 0,p = 0
m = O,n = 0
m C =O,n C 0 , p # O
m l # = O,nl # 0 , p 2 f 0

proportional
velocity
acceleration
general case
general case

m

Table 1. Casesstudied by Minorsky.
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that the method “. . . is efficient from the
standpoint of damping out the effect ofa
disappeared disturbance, but will not eliminate the effect of a steadily acting disturbing
torque, such, for instance, as
a steady wind.”
Andhenotedthatinsuchcircumstances,
there would be a steady-state error
a, =

D

C

where C = km, and that “This first class of
steering devices, acting to regulate the angle
of the rudder, is unpractical for this reason”
[21]. However, he notes that the second class
of device in which not “. . . the angle of the
rudder, buttherateatwhich
this angle is
varied“ does not have this disadvantage and,
yet, still maintains all the advantages of the
first class.
In the second class, the controller has the
form

ma

,j =

+ ndl + p h

andsubstitutingfor

A&

+ Bdl + k

(4)

p in Eq. (1) gives

r

J (ma + ndl +

p&)dt = D
(5)

which by differentiatingandrearranging
gives

A;

+ (B + k p ) +~ knb + kma = b
(6)

Minorsky comments thatfor a steadily acting
disturbance D = 0: “. . . from which follows
the remarkable result that such a disturbance
has no influence upon the performanceof the
device, depending solely upon the inertia A
of the ship, theresistance B andtheconstants, rn, n , p , representing the intensities of
thecorrespondingcomponents
ofthe
control” [22].
Since the control variable, which affects
the course of the ship, is still the angleof the
rudder, Minorsky,in his secondclass of
steering device, has in effect changedthe
characteristics of the controller such that
p = rn

i

adt

+ n+a p d :

+

+

J
-

+ K p )K n

- AKm

Krn > 0

>0

’

(7)

B+Kp>O

I L

I

I

Thus,hisfirstclassis
a proportional +
derivative + second derivative controller,
and hissecondclassis
a proportional +
integral + derivative controller.
Minorsky then goes on to show, using the
Hurwitz criteria, that for stability, the following conditions must be satisfied:

(b

In a final section of the paper, he considers because it was fittedwiththeWaterbury
how control of the second class would beelectrohydraulic steering gear, which, unlike
mostothertypestheninuse,permitted
have in the presence of time lagsin thetranscontinuouscontrolaction.The
measuring
mission system. He considers a controller of
instruments used were aS p e q gyrocompass
the form
and the so-calledgyrometer, a device used to
measureangularvelocity.
In spite of his
p = [ma(r - TI)]& + na(t - Tz)
comments on theunsuitability of thefirst
class of control-control of rudder angle+ p a ( ? - T3)
(9)
Minorsky used the method
for these trials:
initiallyusingproportional
derivative
and uses an approximation basedon Taylor’s
control and later introducing an acceleration
expansion, on the assumption that the delays
component into the controller. (In an article
TI,T2, and T3 are small with respect to the
in The Engineer in1937,Minorsky claims
period of yawing of the ship, to obtain the
that control of rudder velocity was used, but
following conditions for stability:
in the original article, he clearly states that
B+kp-knTz>O
the first class- control of rudder anglewas used, andexamination of thecircuits
(B kp - knT2)k(n - m T I )
given in both papers confirms this [25]).
- ( A - kpT3)krn > 0
Thesystem,includingtheacceleration
control, is shown in block diagram form in
km>O
(10)
Fig. 1. The mechanism used to introduce an
In his conclusions, he deals with the quesacceleration component was very simple- a
tion of the anticipation of angular motionloosely coupledcontactonthegyrometer
a current topic was anticipatory control, and
follow-up shaft-the effect
of which is to
we have already noted that when derivative
give a relay action with some hysteresis.The
action was introduced into process control, it
method of combiningthesignals
from the
was called preact -Minorsky’s comment
gyrometer, gyrocompass,accelerationand
is that
rudder position is shownin Fig. 2. The gyrocompass and gyrometer were both fitted with
follow-up motors, such that the angle turned
. . .it isapparentthat all possiblemethods of
through by the shafts of the motors repreruddercontrol do not actuallyanticipate the
disturbing angular motion, but merely utilize this
sented the angular position of the
ship and the
motion at its beginning whenits value is small for
angularvelocity of yaw,respectively. The
the purpose of impressing a properly timed reacsignals from thesewerecombinedusinga
tionagainst it.It is thereforeobviousthatthe
differential gear, the ratio being fixed at 1 :2
disturbing angular motion must necessarily occur
(gyrocompass :gyrometer). The output from
before any controllingmeanscanbeoperative
the
differential was used to set the positionof
(Minorsky’s emphasis [23]).
the wiper of potentiometer 1. The wiper settings on potentiometers 3 and 3‘ were set by
Tests on the New Mexico
the position of the rudder. The voltage sup
plied from the potentiometercombination
The tests on the New Mexico were carried
was used to provide the field current for a
out by Minorsky for the Bureau of Construcmotor-generator set (12,13inFig.2).
In
tion of the US Navy in 1923, although they
ordertoprovideaccelerationcontrol,the
werenotreporteduntil1930[24].The
lever 6, looselycoupled to thegyrometer
New Mexico waschosenforthesetests

(8)

;

!

I

I

I

\ I

!

L_.-.p-_.-.i.p.L
Fig. 1.

i

Block diagram of Minorsky’sautomaticsteeringsystem.

control systems magazine
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it after these tests were completed” [26]. Between 1923 and 1930, the Sperry Company
developedextensivelytheirversionof
the
automatic pilot for commercial use[27], and
MinorskysoldhispatentstotheBendix
Corporation in 1930 [28].
The Sperry system was not described in
detail until 1937 when Minorsky analyzed it
in hisarticlesin
The Engineer [29]. He
showed that the so-called dodge was in fact
amethod of introducingaccelerationcontrol,andSperry’ssystemusedproportional + accelerationcontrol of the rudder
angle. As Fig. 3c shows, it was an effective
combination, and automatic steering systems
10
manufactured by the Sperry Company came
I
to be widely used.

7
3
9‘

c

Q

J g

Fig.2.Controller(Redrawn

Minorsky’s Later Work and His
Influence on Control Developments

from Minorsky1930, J . Amer. SOC.Naval Eng., v. 42).

follow-up system, connected the field supply
to one of two booster generators (8 and 8’),
which were inserted in series with the field
of
the generator of the motor-generator set. The
amount of boost given was controlled by the
setting of the potentiometers 10 and 10’and,
in this way, the amount of acceleration control introduced could be adjusted.
The trials were intended to determine the
controllerparameters,anditwasfairly
quickly established that the signal that could
be obtainedfromthe
grometer-the
derivative action -was insufficient to give
good control: the ship settled down to a motion of + 2 degrees in yaw. This behavior is
shown in Fig. 3a, which is based on a simulation of the system. It is in part conjecture,
since full details of
the system were not given
in the paper. From these initial trials, which
lasted only afew minutes -the New Mexico
wasatthat
time on fleet maneuvers- he
concluded that two methods could be used to
improve performance: (i) toincrease theproportion of the gyrometer control or (ii) to
introduceaccelerationcontrol.
He decided
on the latter because it was easier to install.
A simple systemwas quickly rigged up while
at sea, and this showed promising results; a
morepermanentarrangementwasinstalled
during September 1923. The effect of introducingaccelerationcontrolwasdramatic;
therudderindicator
on the bridgeshowed
no movement -the minimum movement
itcouldshowwas
5 degees-and examination of theactualruddermovement
showed that it was verysmall, not exceeding

2 or 3degrees. The effect can be seen in
Fig. 3b, obtained by introducing an equivalent to the acceleration term.
Despite the success of these tests,the gear
was removed from the N e w Mexico, and no
further work on automatic steering was done
untilthe1930s,themainreason
being, as
Captain H. S . Howard of the US Navy explained, that “. . .the operating personnel at
seawereverydefinitelyandstrenuously
opposedtoautomaticsteering,andthey
wished us to have nothing further to do with
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From 1923 to 1934, Minorsky worked
at
the University of Pennsylvania as a professor
in the field of electronics and applied physics; he then joined the
US Naval Research
Laboratory and worked at the David Taylor
Model Basin, largelyworking on the stabilization of ships against rolling. His main
concern was with the active tank method of
stabilization, and he made both practical and
theoretical contributions to the work in this
field. During the war, he was special consultant to the director of the David Taylor Model
Basin, in which capacity he worked largely
on stability problems: it was during this period thathe became increasingly interested in
nonlinearsystems. In 1946, hejoined the
DivisionofEngineeringMechanicsatthe
University of Stanford where hecontinued to
work on ship stabilization problems and on
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his growing interest in the area of nonlinear
mechanics. This wasanareainwhich
he
continued to work after his retirement from
Stanfordatthe age of 65 in 1950;hislast
paper was published in 1968, just two years
before his death in 1970 [30].
Minorsky‘searlyworkonautomatic
steeringinfluencedHaroldHazenandthis
can be seenin Hazen’spapersonservomechanisms,publishedin1934.These
paperswereto
form thebasicreadingof
many of the earlycontrol engineers[3 11.
Other than this,the 1922 paperwas not
very widely known, and outside the field of
naval engineering, Minorskyand his work
remainedlargelyunknownuntil
a series
of articles by himwerepublishedin
The

which he dealt with a variety of linear and
nonlinearcontrolproblemsandoutlineda
method of analysis based on operator techniques [32]; in this, he drew from the work
of Norbert Wiener on the operational calculus [33]. This paper, in fact, received little
attention,foritlackedthe
simplicity and
immediateease ofunderstandingof
other
contemporary papers, for example,the paper
by H. Harris published in 1941 and the later
papers to come out of the wartime work of
theRadiationLaboratoryat
MIT [34].It
did, however, mark the change in the direction of Minorsky’sworktowardnonlinear
problems, and his major contribution in this
areawas to drawattention to the work of
the Russian mathematicians,in particular,
that of Liapunov and the then new work
of
Bogoliubov and Krylov [35].
Following his retirementfrom teaching, he
continuedtowork for his adopted country
through contracts for the Office of Naval Research and continued to follow closely developments by Russian authors, work which he
reported on in his last book, publishedin
1969;however,throughtranslationprograms, muchof the Russian work was widely
known, and the exchangeof ideas was taking
place through the P A C meetings. Minorsky
was not fully aware of the developments that
had taken place in theUSA. Because of this,
his later work was not
as important as, for
example, the book Introduction to Nonlinear
Mechanics, publishedin1947,whichbecame a work of reference for workers in the
field of nonlinear control [36].
Let us leave the last word to Flugge-Lotz
who, writing in 1971, remembered “. . .the
tall slender man presenting the ‘grand
seigneur’ type when he was walking with
his
characteristically bent soft-felt hat
over the
Stanford campus, perfectly absorbed in his
scientific ideas” [37].

(SpenySystem).
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